Abstract. We propose a new approach to register the subject image with the template by leveraging a set of training images that are pre-aligned to the template. We argue that, if voxels in the subject and the training images share similar local appearances and transformations, they may have common correspondence in the template. In this way, we learn the sparse representation of certain subject voxel to reveal several similar candidate voxels in the training images. Each selected training candidate can bridge the correspondence from the subject voxel to the template space, thus predicting the transformation associated with the subject voxel at the confidence level that relates to the learned sparse coefficient. Following this strategy, we first predict transformations at selected key points, and retain multiple predictions on each key point (instead of allowing a single correspondence only). Then, by utilizing all key points and their predictions with varying confidences, we adaptively reconstruct the dense transformation field that warps the subject to the template. For robustness and computation speed, we embed the prediction-reconstruction protocol above into a multi-resolution hierarchy. In the final, we efficiently refine our estimated transformation field via existing registration method. We apply our method to registering brain MR images, and conclude that the proposed method is competent to improve registration performances in terms of time cost as well as accuracy.
Introduction
Image registration has been intensively investigated and widely applied in medical image analysis during past decades. By normalizing individual images into the same space, researchers are able to conduct population-based analysis. A typical setting in processing brain MR images, for instance, often involves selecting template and then aligns each subject image to the template via pairwise registration. After registering all subject images, qualitative and quantitative analyses can be performed in the template space, e.g., to infer the population atlas or to measure group difference. Pairwise registration between individual subject and the template is usually formulated as an optimization problem [1] , with the objective function evaluating both the subject-template similarity and the smoothness of the non-rigid transformation field. However, this straightforward optimization scheme may suffer when applied to subject images that have significant anatomical differences to the template. Further, the independent registration can hardly take advantages of intrinsic similarity of subject images, although similar subjects share similar transformations to the template and can potentially help each other in registration.
In fact, performances of image registration can be greatly improved if information from other images in the population is well incorporated. For example, recent studies show very promising alignment of images in the groupwise manner [2] . Although it is difficult to directly warp a significantly different subject to the template in pairwise registration, the problem could become much easier when using other intermediate images as bridges [3] [4] [5] . That is, the input subject can deform first towards its nearby intermediate image, and then towards the template by borrowing the already established pathway from the intermediate to the template.
We here propose a novel approach to predict the transformation between a new subject image and the template by leveraging a set of images that are pre-registered with the template. Specifically, the prediction is achieved by joint learning of patchbased image appearances and transformations, which significantly differs from existing methods. For clarity, we term the images to help estimate the subject-template transformation as training images, and denote the transformation in the Lagrangian framework. In particular, we aim to estimate the field · that warps the subject (as well as any training image) to the template. That is, for the grid point in the template, maps it to the subject space. Reversely, · projects from subject to template. The template voxel and the subject voxel are regarded as correspondences to each other.
The transformation associated with certain subject voxel can be predicted by proper candidate voxels in the training images, if they are correspondences. Fig. 1(a) shows an intuitive example, where voxels from the template, a training image, and the subject are enumerated in red boxes, respectively. For in the training image, we locate its template correspondence at . Further, supposing in the subject to be the correspondence of (i.e., with similar local appearances in red circles), should locate its template correspondence at as well. The established correspondence between the template voxel and the subject voxel , bridged by the training voxel , implies that can be predicted by the training field . We will develop the Prediction-Reconstruction (P-R) protocol to directly estimate · instead of its inverse · , and further apply it to registering brain MR images. For given subject voxel, we identify its correspondences in training images to bridge the subject-template correspondence. To this end, we learn the sparse representation of the patch-based appearance of the subject voxel by all possible correspondence candidate voxels in training images. The sparse learning reveals several training candidates, each of which predicts the local transformation at the confidence relating to the learned sparse coefficient. Therefore, we can predict multiple transformations on a set of selected key points, and adaptively reconstruct the dense transformation field by considering the confidence of each prediction. For the sake of robustness and computation speed, the P-R protocol is embedded in a multi-resolution hierarchy. Moreover, since the tentative transformation field conveys important voxel descriptions other than appearances, it also participates into the sparse learning to better predict transformations. In the end, we can refine our estimated transformation field via existing registration method efficiently (i.e., with limited iterations of optimization).
The major contributions of this work include:
1. We investigate the appearance-transformation relationship to derive the hierarchy for predicting the transformation field in registration; 2. We apply sparse representation to local appearance/transformation and then propagate the sparse learning to update predictions of the transformation field; 3. We introduce an adaptive way to reconstruct the dense transformation field based on key points and their associated multiple predictions with varying confidences.
We will detail the proposed method in Section 2 and demonstrate its performances in Section 3. We will conclude this work with discussions in Section 4.
Method
We introduce the Prediction-Reconstruction protocol in Section 2.1, which predicts transformations at selected key points and then reconstructs the dense field accordingly. The protocol is embedded into a hierarchical framework in Section 2.2, and specifically applied to brain MR image registration. In order to predict the transformation of each key point, we apply sparse representation for joint learning of appearances and transformations in Section 2.3. Finally, in Section 2.4, we show details on adaptive reconstruction of the dense transformation field.
The P-R Protocol
We aim to estimate the transformation field · that warps the subject image to the template in the P-R protocol. For the template voxel , we can predict its correspondence in the subject by utilizing the correspondence between in the template and in the training image. In Fig. 1(b) , we assume the subject voxel and the training voxel to be a pair of correspondences. Then, the offset from to in the subject image should equal the offset from to in the training image .
(
The relation above, proved in the appendix, implies that the subject transformation and the training transformation are closely related if and are correspondences in terms of their similar appearances. Based on (1), we can predict transformations on selected key points in the template, and then adaptively reconstruct the dense transformation field . Predicting in (1) requires several inputs that are addressed in the following. Specifically, we convert (1) to an incremental refinement model by letting that reflects the tentatively deformed location of the template voxel at time . Then, the prediction at time , later than , is updated by
This incremental refinement is also illustrated in Fig. 1(c) , where blue and red dashed arrows denote transformations at and , respectively. After fixing , we further select the training image with · and determine the training voxel as the correspondence to for predicting . Multiple predictions usually exist for a single template voxel . Given the two training images in Fig. 1(c) , for instance, two predictions on are available by choosing from the first training image and from the second. Moreover, the number of predictions on can be much higher, since multiple correspondence candidates to may emerge from even a single training image. To acquire only reliable predictions on , we apply sparse representation to qualify both transformation and candidates of in the training images, with details provided in Section 2.3. The sparse learning also computes the confidence for each specific prediction attempted by an arbitrary combination of and .
Fig. 1. Illustration of the predictable transformation: (a)
The correspondence between the subject voxel and the template voxel is established due to the correspondence from to in the training image and from to as ; (b) The template voxel deforms to in the subject, if is the correspondence to and the offset from to equals the offset from to ; (c) Multiple predictions are available given several candidates of , and the prediction fits an incremental refinement model if is assigned according to the tentative transformation.
The prediction is further applied to a set of key points that are automatically selected in the template space. Then, utilizing all key points scattered in the template space and their associated predictions, we are able to reconstruct the dense transformation field that warps the subject to the template. Note that the reconstruction is adaptive in order to account for multiple predictions (with varying confidences) of each key point, as detailed in Section 2.4.
The P-R Hierarchy in Brain MR Image Registration
We further embed the P-R protocol above into a hierarchical framework and apply it to registering bran MR images in this work. The hierarchy accounts for evolving resolutions, with the goal to provide better robustness. The transformation field output by the previous level works as initialization to the next level at higher resolution. In particular, after denoting the l-th level to finish at , the P-R hierarchy is as follows Select a set of template key points ; FOR each level Select a subset of key points ; FOR each key point Predict following the rule in (2); END FOR Reconstruct the dense field · ;
END FOR
The hierarchy above functions in the way similar to typical multi-resolution image registration methods. In particular, we use HAMMER [6] to align all training images to the template with recommended configurations (i.e., low-middle-high resolutions).
The transformation fields of training images are then utilized at each level of our P-R hierarchy. The key points in the template are mostly sampled near the transitions of different brain tissues (i.e., white matter, grey matter, and cerebrospinal fluid), following the same strategy with [6] . The key points are abundant in contexture information and crucial to accurate alignment of neuroanatomical structures. Locations of all key points are available as part of the training data, thus resulting in no additional computation for a new subject. The subset of key points in the l-th level is randomly sampled from , while the size of enlarges when the level increases (i.e., 1.0e4 for the size of , 4.0e4 for , and 1.6e5 for in the end). After exhausting all levels, the P-R hierarchy estimates the dense transformation field that registers the subject with the template. We can further refine the estimated transformation field efficiently, i.e., by feeding the field as initialization and running HAMMER with limited number of iterations at the high resolution only.
Predict Transformations via Joint Learning
The rule in (2) requires specific and when attempting to predict . The selection of the two inputs determines the confidence of the resulted prediction. To this end, we evaluate the respective confidences of and in predicting , and then define their product as the overall confidence of the resulted prediction. In particular, we first select several training images and assign specific confidences to their fields. Then, from those selected training images, we locate candidates of that are correspondences to in terms of local image appearances. The combination of certain and the candidate of yields a prediction on , along with the respective confidence.
Confidence of
The correspondence detected in brain MR images is meaningful only if restricted within a limited range such that is small. The latent intimacy between and encourages us to select the training image with the field highly resembling according to (2) . The importance in selecting · can also be observed in Fig. 1(c) 
and
. Consequently, we relate the confidence of in predicting as their in-between similarity, since more similar can better approximate in (2). In order to determine the confidence of from individual training image, we investigate the sparse representation of in terms of all possible training fields at . The coefficient in representing indicates the similarity between and from a specific training image [7] , thus capturing the confidence of in predicting . The confidence of , however, can hardly be estimated directly since
is not yet predicted. To this end, we evaluate the similarity of and as an alternative, by assuming that the transformation fields at different levels are mildly changing. To facilitate sparse representation [7] for the evaluation of the confidence of each training field, we denote the set of training images as , | 1, and their transformations as , · | 1,
. The local patch of the transformation field centered at is then vectorized to the column vector . The patch for the subject transformation can thus be represented as by solving
where , , , , ,
, and 0. The matrix is the dictionary wrapping up all patches of training fields. The vector records the coefficients to linearly represent , where the superscript indicating the level is intentionally omitted for short. The non-negative scalar imposes the sparseness of by penalizing its L 1 -norm . The derived , measuring the similarity of , and [7] , indicates the confidence to predict by , .
Confidence of
Given the i-th training image with the field , · , we aim to locate candidate voxels of that are correspondences of . The search for can be conducted as typical correspondence detection, by evaluating the appearance similarity between and the candidate of in the nearby. Higher similarity measure indicates better reliability of the detected correspondence, thus implying higher confidence of the prediction. To this end, we learn the sparse representation of the patch-based appearance of based on candidates of from all training images. The coefficients computed in sparse learning, also measuring the similarities between and individual training candidates [7] , tell the confidences in predicting according to different candidates of .
We denote for the j-th candidate of from the i-th training image. All candidates for , which satisfy with the maximal magnitude of a reasonable correspondence, are enumerated. We then denote for the intensity patch centered at and for the patch at . All training patches are concatenated in the dictionary , , , , , , . Consequently, the coefficient vector to represent based on the dictionary matrix can be obtained by solving arg min ,
The non-negative constant , similar to in (3), encourages deriving by a sparse linear representation of column basis in . Note that the training candidate can be automatically excluded from if the confidence of , , or obtained in the step above, happens to be zero. That is, the previous sparse learning upon training fields helps reduce the size of , thus the optimization in (4) can be expedited significantly.
Any arbitrary combination of , and yields an attempt to predict . In particular, we define the confidence for the attempt as the product of confidences of , and , or . The sparsity enforced in selecting and results in multiple, but limited number of, predictions with non-zero confidences. In this way, we 1) avoid local minima if only acquiring a single but incorrect prediction for the key point; 2) suppress a majority of predictions of low reliability. We further normalize the confidences of each key point by ∑ ⁄ , to impose equal priors of all key points.
Reconstruct Dense Transformation Field
In the next, we reconstruct the dense transformation field to fit the multiple predictions of all key points. We turn to radial basis function (RBF) to represent the field. Suppose the RBF kernel function is · and the RBF coefficient vector for the key point , the dense field at the arbitrary location is then computed by .
We further define the kernel matrix , in which the entry at the m-th row and the n-th column is calculated by feeding the distance between the m-th and the n-th key points to the kernel function · . If only a single prediction was ever attempted for each key point, the residuals for the dense field to fit the predicted transformations of all key points could be easily computed as , while the predicted transformation (in row vector form) of the m-th key point is recorded in the m-th row of and its RBF coefficient in the m-th row of accordingly.
Due to multiple predictions of each key point, we further expand and introduce the confidence matrix to fitting. Suppose the p-th row of records the prediction for the m-th key point with the confidence , we set the entry of at the p-th row and the m-th column as and set all other entries in the p-th row as zero. The overall residuals then become . Smoothness regularization is essentially important to the reconstruction of the dense field. To this end, the kernel functions · is usually designed as low-pass filter [8] . Further, if is positive definite, the regularization can be attained by solving arg min tr [9] , where controls the strength of the smoothness constraint. To generate the dense transformation field, the RBF coefficients in are solvable in the following .
Here, is a diagonal matrix, where the m-th diagonal entry equals the sum of squares of the confidences for all predictions upon the m-th key point.
The kernel · is designed such that is positive definite and · has low-pass response. Abundant choices of RBF kernels are available, i.e., the thin plate splines (TPS) [10, 11] with polynomial decay in frequency domain. Most RBF kernels, however, are globally supported, leading to dense matrix and suffering from numerical instability. As a remedy, we use the compactly supported kernel [12] in this work
The kernel function · cuts to zero if beyond the compact support, or . The resulted matrix is thus sparse and further benefits solving (6) . To tackle the concern on the optimal scale of the kernel, we apply multi-kernel strategy to recursively reconstruct the transformation field [13] . In particular, we fix in (7) and adjust to derive a set of RBF kernels . The size of the compact support for , or , satisfies to 2 . We start reconstruction by applying to (6) . The residuals after are further reconstructed by . The recursion iterates until that the overall residual, or , is tiny enough.
Experimental Results
We apply the proposed P-R hierarchy to NIREP datasets to verify its time cost and accuracy in estimating the transformation fields. The NIREP datasets contain 16 images, each of which is labeled by 32 ROIs. All images are resampled to the isotropic size of 256×256×256 and pre-processed (including bias correction, skull-stripping, etc.). We then randomly select one image (i.e., the fourth image) as the template and align all other images to the template in affine registration (i.e., using FLIRT). The estimation of the rest non-rigid transformation between each subject and the template is the focus of our study. All experiments are performed on a machine with an Intel Core i5 CPU (3.1GHz, single thread only) and 8G RAM. We apply HAMMER to carefully register all images to the template, in order to acquire transformation fields as training data. The code of HAMMER is freely available through NITRC 1 . We follow the recommended settings for HAMMER and specify 50 iterations to each of the low, middle, and high resolutions. The outputs of HAMMER are comparable to [14] , assuring the quality of the training data.
Time Cost
In order to predict the transformation for a certain subject image by our method, we utilize all other 14 images and their transformations from HAMMER for training. A leave-one-out cross validation is conducted for each subject image. The predicted transformation usually needs further refinement (i.e., applying HAMMER for a limited number of iterations at the high resolution only). In particular, we designate 0 (Setting 1), 10 (Setting 2), and 50 (Setting 3) iterations of refinement, respectively, for the proposed method. Note that Setting 1 produces results with no refinement via registration, while refinement in Setting 3 is the same with the high resolution of standard HAMMER. The time cost for each setting, compared with HAMMER, is summarized in Table 1 .
We observe that the proposed method can efficiently predict the dense transformation field in 5.0min by average (Setting 1). With 10 iterations of refinement in Setting 2, the overall time cost rises to 8.6min, which is still significant lower (64.5% less) than direct registration via HAMMER (24.2min in average). With 50 iterations of refinement (Setting 3), which is equal to the high-resolution setting of HAMMER, our method costs comparable time (22.1min in average). Since our method also achieves reasonable accuracy in estimating the transformation field as shown in the next, we conclude that the proposed method can potentially save computation time in deforming the subject to the template. 
Accuracy of Estimated Tr
The accuracy of the estim alignment of neuroanatomi subject image to the templa corresponding ROIs. We fu dard deviation, associated w of Fig. 2 shows the Dice r panel is for the other 16 RO Without any refinement predicted transformation le (black bars). However, com our method yields 2.65% h vides better initialization to can be rapidly improved b (green bars), which scores o the time cost of Setting 2, w achieve comparable accura ransformation mated transformation is evaluated in terms of the spa ical structures. To this end, after warping the ROIs of ate, we calculate the Dice overlap ratio between all pair urther compute the average Dice ratio, as well as the st with each ROI and plot the results in Fig. 2 . The left pa ratios for 16 ROIs in the left hemisphere, while the ri OIs in the right hemisphere. lap ratios, as well as standard deviations, associated with 32 R AMMER and the three different settings of the proposed meth or 16 ROIs in the left hemisphere, while the right panel is for phere.
to the proposed method (Setting 1, red bars in Fig. 2 ), eads to an overall Dice ratio 2.01% lower than HAMM mpared to the output of the middle resolution of HAMME higher Dice ratio. The accuracy in estimating transformations can be further enhanced in Setting 3, which utilizes 50 iterations of refinement. In particular, the average Dice ratio for Setting 3 is 1.87% higher than HAMMER, while its time cost is close to (or slightly less than) the counterpart. We further compute the Dice ratios of white matter and grey matter, as Setting 3 scores 4.05% and 4.28% higher than HAMMER, respectively. As the result, we claim that our method achieves more accurate transformation fields given computation resources comparable to conventional registration method.
Discussion
We have proposed an efficient approach to predict the transformation field for registering a new subject to the template. The prediction relies on the high correlation between image appearances and transformations. Thus, the sparse learning upon appearances can propagate to the prediction of transformations. After predicting transformations for selected landmarks, the dense field can be reconstructed adaptively. Compared with conventional registration method, the proposed method convincingly improves both time cost and accuracy of the estimated transformation field. When predicting the transformation for a certain key point, we first select training images via sparse learning of transformations, and then locate correspondence candidate voxels from selected training images only. This sequential solution effectively lowers the number of training candidates involved in correspondence detection. Moreover, with even more training images, the speed performance of our method is not expected to deteriorate, as the learning on transformations is fast and it regulates the complexity of the learning on appearances.
The P-R hierarchy provides a robust way to estimate the final dense transformation field. As level increases, more key points predict their transformations and the reconstructed field is obviously more accurate. Due to initialized transformation field at high levels, the search range in correspondence detection can gradually reduce compared with low levels. As the result, the size of the appearance dictionary matrix decreases, thus obtaining better speed performance for the proposed method.
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Appendix -The Rule in Predicting Transformations Fig. 1(b) explains the rule in predicting transformations. Following the transformation field · that deforms a certain training image to the template, the template voxel identifies its correspondence in the training image. Then, our task is to determine · that assigns to its correspondence in the subject. We define the perturbation for in the template and specifically let . We presume that voxels in the subject and in the training image form a pair of correspondences. The correspondence between in the template and in the training image, bridged by in the subject, can immediately be established as . By expanding both transformations in their Taylor series, we have , .
An obvious solution of to the equations above is , ,
such that for any z . It leads to (1) when vanishes.
